
EMS: MYTH VS REALITY
KNOW THE FACTS. VOTE YES for EMS (Proposition 1)

For more information: www.voteyesforems2016.com and www.sjcphd.com/ems

EMS funding will continue at the 35¢ rate 
without a new levy

FALSE. The original 35¢ levy was for 6 years. This ends 12-31-16. If another 
levy is not approved by the voters the funding will end and EMS services will 
also end.

EMS won’t go away if you vote no in August 
– we canvote again in November

TRUE and FALSE. There would have to be another vote in November, but 
with families to support and careers to continue, many, if not all, of the para-
medics and other staff will be searching for other jobs, not being comfortable 
waiting for this ‘last chance’ scenario.

FALSE. The levy is only for San Juan EMS, NOT the hospital.The levy is for the hospital

FALSE. The Commissioners unanimously agreed that 50¢ is required to 
maintain the essential core services.

If we wait until November, the SJI Public 
Hospital District Commissioners will restore 
the 35¢ levy rate.

FALSE. Unlike most agencies that don’t publish their budget forecasts until 
the end of the year, the Commissioners unanimously voted to sponsor the 
EMS levy and published a 2017 budget in June so the public would have a 
chance to see it before they voted.

EMS has not shown they really need 50 
cents; there is no transparency

FALSE. Under WA state law, without an agency, Paramedics & EMTs cannot 
practice. And without funding, there is no money for salaries, ambulances, 
radios, equipment, maintenance, insurance, etc. There would be no agency 
personnel to respond to 911 calls.

Volunteers will still respond even if the levy 
fails

FALSE. EMS has made extensive changes. There are new Commissioners
and there is a new EMS Chief. The paramedics and staff have taken cuts in
pay and benefits. Employee positions have been eliminated. Administrative 
and operational costs have been cut.

Few, if any, changes have been made since 
the last levy failed in 2014

FALSE. If the agency doesn’t need the full amount in any year, they can 
choose to take less and they HAVE done this in past years.

If we vote for 50¢ now, it will stay that way 
forever

FALSE. When comparing Orcas Island Fire & Rescue, a dual agency, with
funding for San Juan EMS & San Juan Fire, the levy for Orcas would exceed 
the combined San Juan levies by 4% per capita, even with the 50¢ EMS rate.

The fire department can take over and would 
save money for the community

FALSE. Our population is too small to be viable for a private company and 
unlike now, with no out-of-pocket charge for District residents, a private com-
pany would charge for services.

A private company could step in

FALSE. The maximum charge, including mileage, from anywhere on San
Juan Island is $1,350.

Ambulance transportation from Roche Har-
bor to the hospital costs thousands of dollars

TRUE. This is a 15¢ increase, from 35¢ to 50¢ per $1000 assessed property 
value. For a $400,000 property, that equates to $60 per year more than what 
they are currently paying.

The EMS levy is being raised 42%

FALSE. Commissioners unanimously approved the EMS 2017 budget, post-
ed on www.sjcphd.org/ems.

The EMS budget has not been approved

FALSE. We have 4 full-time paramedics whose hourly compensation is less 
than 6 out of 7 comparable jurisdictions and a Chief who provides almost con-
tinuous backup. This covers 24/7, 365 days/year shifts.

We have too many paramedics and they are 
overpaid

TRUE and FALSE. Patients can go to the ER if they are mobile. But emer-
gency care relies on a “chain of survival” in which patients with severe injuries, 
heart attacks, strokes and other emergencies, need lifesaving interventions 
before transport to the nearest appropriate hospital.

People can take themselves to the hospital

TRUE. Our EMTs and Paramedics are dedicated to our community. We
have the highest rate of citizen CPR training and AED coverage in the
state. Our EMS consistently ranks in the top 10% in the nation, as rated
by the Cardiac Arrest Survival Registry.

We have a great EMS agency
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